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Solomon Feferman(l)
1. INTRODUCTION.
Several publications in recent years have presented various fonnal theories
T in which considerable portions of mathematical practice (particularly analy-
sis) can be more or less directly formalized and which are proof-theoretically
weak; cf. Feferman 1977, Takeuti 1978 and Friedman 1980. Indeed, on the classi-
cal side we have such T which are conservative over PA (Peano' sAri thmet ic) (2).
The paper Feferman 1977 will be taken as the point of reference here (but
the reader need not be familiar with it to follow the present paper). It used
functionaZ finite type theories as the basic framework. One of the theories, de-
noted Res-Z(w)+(~) is shown there to be conservative over PA, but stronger the-
ories for more substantial portions of mathematics were also dealt with.
For the past several years I have been engaged (off and on) in working up
the material of my 1977 paper into a book. One of the first improvements in c~
ryirg on that project was to obtain a theory vr of var-ioble types which provid-
es a much more natural framework for the direct formalization of mathematics.
In this paper the system vr is further improved and presented in print for the
first time. vr and its extension and restrictions to be considered are described
formally in Sec. 2. Someconservation results are stated in Sec. 3 and their
'proofs are outlined. The concluding Sec. 4 outlines howone goes about formal-
izing substantial portions of classical. and modern analysis in the vr systems.
2. VARIABLE TYPE SYSTEMS.
In ordinary functional finite type theories one begins by specifying the
(I) Research for this paper was supported by a grant from the U.S. National Sci-
ence Foundation, grant number MCS8l-048869.
(2) There are comparable results for constructive theories T, e.g., such T in
which,Bishop's constructive analysis can be formalized and which are conser-
vative over HA (Heytingfs Arithmetic); cf. Friedman 1977, Feferman 1979 (esp.
pp. 217 ff.), and Beeson 1980.
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type symbols O,T, .... For ZW these are generated from 0 by closure under O,T
(3) . T T T~ OXT, (0 + T) . For each type (symbol) one then has varlables x ,y ,z , ...
of type T. The intended interpretation is that these range over MTwhere Mo =
'N = the set of natural numbers, MOXT= MoX~ and M(O+T)is' a (the) set of
(011) functions from Moto MT. One advantage of such a setting .is that func-
tional exi.stence axioms are simply provided by the typed "A-calculus. However,
there is no natural way of fonning sub-types {xoI<P(xo, ... )} in this Framework
~UlJ then iterating the operations of x and + applied to them, etc. Further,
cqua t ions between individual terms t, = tz are pennitted only between terms of
the same type. If we were to regard members of {xoI <P(xo, ••• )} as belonging to
:1 new type o ]», we could not say that an object of type o~<p is (equal to) an 00-
.jcct of type O. TIle vr systems to be described here have the following advan-
t:I~C'S: (i) the types are uar-i abl.e , so that staterrents of generality can be
cxprcsscd directly, yet (ii) every individual term t is still syntactically of
:1 IUl i.quc type , and hence (iii) the typed "A-calculus may be extended to thi s
1:1 llguage; hut also (i v) equations between terms of arbitrary type are admitted,
:Illel (v) hie can apply separation to form sub-types from given types.
'!lIC basic system to be described is denoted VTo' To specify its language we
~cnerate simultaneously the following syntactic classes, together with the re-
I .rt ion , t is of type T:
1. individual terms s,t, ...
a) With each type term T is associated an infinite list of individual var-
. T T Tiab Ies x ,y ,z " .. (of type T).
b) Ifs is of type S and t of type T, then (s,t) is of type SxT.
c) Ifu is of type SxT, then p,(u) is of type S and PZ(u) is of type T.
d) Ifs is of type S and t is of type (5+ T), then ts is of type T.
e) If t is of type T, then "AxS.t is of type 5 +,T.
2.. type terms 5, T, ...
a) Each t)1)e variable X,Y,Z,_ .. is a type term.
b) If S,T are type tenns and <P is a formula, then 5xT, 5 + T, and {x51<p}
are type tenns.
3. formulas <P,Iji, .••
a) Each equation t, = tz (t"tz of arbitrary type) is a formula.
b) If <P, Iji are formulas so also are rie and <p + Iji
c) If <p is a formula and 5 is a type term, then \!X5<p is a formula.
NOTE. (i) In extensions of the language we may specify sorre individual
(3) Actually the Z(jl described in the 1977 paper only built types by the opera-
tion O,T~ (0 + T). The dispensability of product types is familiar from
the combinatory literature.
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constwtts (of certain types) and type constants, which are then counted as in-
dividual tenns and type terms, resp. Other means of constructing individual
terms may also be supplied. (ii) Quantifiers are not applied to type variables.
This simplifies the conservation arguments below. However, one can also extend
those results to VT systems with quantified type variables.
Before stating the axioms of VTowe make some abbreviations and conventions.
(1) The operators A,V,~, 3XS(... ) are defined classically.
(2) vxSq,(x,... ) is written for vxS¢(xS, ... ), and similarly for 3XS¢(X,... ).
That is, once the type of a variable is established, we suppress it in the fol-
lowing context.
(3) Types are also called classes and type variables are called class variables,
etc. The former terminology figures in our syntactic description, the latter
in our mathematical uses of the theory.
(4) t E T is defined as 3XT(t = x), where 'xT, does not occur in t. {x E TI¢}
is written for {xTI¢}, and VXE T(¢) for VxT(¢).
S ~
(5) SsT is defined as VxE S (x ET), i.e., as Vx 3y'(x = y) .
(6) S = T is defined as SsT II T s S.
(7) Wewrite t(s, ) for t(s/x) when t(x, ... ) is written for t; si~ilarly for
¢(x, ... ) and ¢(s, ) = ¢(s/x).
AXIOMSOF VTo:
I. Abstraction-Application.
vy E X[lvl.t(x, ... )y = t(y, ... )].
II. Pairing-Projections.
i) VXE X Vy E Y[P1(x,y) = x A PZ(x,y) y]
ii) VZEXXY[Z (P1(Z)'PZ(Z))]'
III. Separation.
{x E Xl¢(x, ... )} s X A VyE X[y E {x E XI¢(x, ... )}++ ¢(y, ... )].
The logic of VTo is that of the many-sorted classical predicate calculus.
Since the type variables are treated as free, we use the rule of substitution
for these: ¢(X, ... )/¢(T, ... ).
The system VT is an extension of VIa with axioms for the natural numbere .
We adj oin a constant type symbol N, individual constants 0 and sc, and indi vi-
dual terms "r for each type term T, where 0 is of type :IN, sc is of type (N -T N),
and "r is of type (NxT-T T)xT -T (N -T T). The variables 'n,' 'm,' .'p' with or
without subscripts are reserved for variables of type N. Wewrite n ' for seen).
Weshall tend to use letters 'f,' 'g,' etc. for nenoers of function types (S-TT).
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AXIOMS'OFvr (= VTo pZus):
IV. 0, Successor.
i) (n'''' 0).
ii) (n' = m' + n = m).
V. Induction.
o &:X 1\ vn [n &:X + n' eo X]+ N s X.
VI. Recursion.
feo (NxX +X) 1\ a &:X 1\ rX(f,a) = g+ gO = a 1\ gn' f(n,gn).
REMARK.Officially, Axiom VI would be written
vf(NXX+X)vaXvJN->XviN[rx(f,a)= g + gO = a 1\ gx' f(x,gx)] .
Weput 1 = 0', 2 = 1', etc. Then {0,1} is defined as {nln = 0 v n = 1}. By
a characteristic function on T we mean an element c of T + {0,1}. Identify 0
with "true" and 1 with "false"; then write x e: C for ex = O. The elements of
T + {0,1} are also called sets, more precisely subsets of T, and we also write
SeT) for the class of all such, i.e., for T + {0,1}. Set-induction (onN) or
restricted induction is the principle
ceo SeN) 1\ 0 e: C 1\ Vn(n e: C + n' e: c) + vn(n E c).
This is equivalent to the statement
f,g E (N + N) 1\ fO = gO 1\ \In(fn = gn + fn' = gn') + Vn(fn = gn),
as well as the same with g = An·O. By restricted recursion we mean the princi-
ple VI taken only for X = N; this means use only of primitive recursion with
values in N. By Res-VT is meant the system VT in which V is replaced by restric-
ted Dlduction and VI by restricted recursion.
Primitive recursive arithmetic and Kleene's extension of it to higher fin-
'ite types are routinely developed in Res-VT. The following compares the pres-
ent systems with those of Feferman 1977.
LEMMA. (i) vr is an extension of zW.
(ii)Res-VT is an extension of Res-Zw•
WEach type syrrbol , of Z corresponds to a closed type term T" where TO=N,
T(ax,) = TaXT, and T(a+,) = (Ta+T,)' The T, are called the finite types.
For classical analysis we need to adjoin various non-constructive funrtions
tv VT. The first of these is the unbounded minimum operator u of type (N ...N) +
IN. When this is adjoined as a constant symbol, the associated axiom is taken
to be:
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f E: (W +:IN) /I fn = a + f (uf) = a /I uf ~ n,
This allows us to define quantification ovep N as a functional operator:
JNf = [a if f'(uf) = a, 1 otherwise]. Stronger systems are obtained by intro-
dl~ing functionals corresponding to the Suslin quantifiep, quantification ovep
C!t' + IN), etc. We shall not detail those here.
The final principle to be considered is the Axiom of Choice taken as a
s. .ene :
(AC) x Y X+Y XYX'jy ~(x,y) + 3z Yx ~(x,zx).
~e denote by (AC)S,T the result of replacing X by S and Y by T in (AC). By pe-
et ri eted (AC)S T is meant the statenent :,
j{es(AC)S T c e:: S(SxT) /I \/XS3/[(X,y) E: c] + 3ZS+TVXS[(x,zx) E: c).,
In other words, this takes A
(AC)JN,lNis already quite st
Writing:INa for N and N., for.i
1977 the scherre Res(AC)S T
quantifier-free] . We shall uo
Res(AC)JNN' By way of corma, 1
contains the second-order sy-
vr + (ll) + (QF-AC)a 1,
only for matrices ~ which define sets. The schene
lng (stronger than full second-order analysis) .
+IN, we write (AC)a, 1 for (AC)]\O,JN( In Feferman
r- all finite types was denoted (QF-AC) [QF =
the sane designation here. Then(QF-AC)a 1 is
ison wi th familar systems, ZW + (ll) + (QF-AC)a 1,
m (c -AC). The same thus holds for
3. CONSERVATION RESULTS.
The type levels lev(T) of .Ini. te type terms are defined by lev(.IN) = a,
Ievi Sx'I') = rnax(lev(S) ,1ev(T)) and lev(S+T) = rnax(lev(S) +1, lev(T)). For T = TT'
we put lev(T) = lev(T). By a second-opdep sentence of the language of ZW is
neant one, qll of whose variables are of type-level ~ 1.
MAl N THEOREM.
(i) VI ± (u) ± (QF-AC)I1. D a consepvative extension of ZW ± (u), '
fop eecond-order ., ,ten.:J·O,q.




(i) Res-VI + (ll) + (QF-AC)a 1 is a consepvative extension of PA.
(ii) VI + (u) + (QF-AC)a 1 i; a consel'vative ext ene ion of (Z;-AC) [and hence
a 'of (II1-0\)< ].£0
The -corol l ary follows by Feferman 1977, 8.6-8.7 [and Friedman's theorem fur
zi-AC also proved loco cit.]. Similar conservation results may be obtained with
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adjunction of stronger functional constants.
The steps in the proof of the main theorem are now outlined. For simplicity
we concentrate on the reduction of VI to ZW. Each of the other stated results
follows by a parallel argument.
Step 1. Reduction of VI to a theory cr of (semi-) constant types. cr dif-
fers from VI in that it has no type variables, though it has type terms which
may vary depending on individual parameters. (For this reason they are called
semi-constant.) The terms and fonnulas of cr are generated as in 1.-3. of the
preceding section, omitting 2.a) (type variables), but including~, 0, sc, and
"r for each semi-constant type term 1'. The axioms of CT are obtained from those
of vr by substi tuti g semi -constant type terms throughout for the type variables.
'n1C logic of cr is the same as for VI except that one can dispense wi th the
substitution nile for types. It is readily seen that VI is conservative over cr.
Step 2. Reduct-ion of cr to a theory FT of finite types. The finite types
were defined above. 'rne language of fT is a part of cr with two essential re-
strictions: (i.) there are no sub-type tenns Ix e:: s] ¢}, and (ii) equations
t 1 = t2 are allowed only between terms of the same finite type. The axioms of
1'1'consist of appropriate restrictions to its language of: I (Abstraction-Appli-
cation), II (Pairing-Projections), IV (0, successor), V (Induction), and VI
(Recurs ion}, where now V consists of all instances of the induction scheme
¢CO) II \In[¢(n) -+ ¢(n') ] -+ \In¢(n) for ¢ a formula of Fr. (Note the Axiom III is
dropped). '111eproof that cr is conservative over FT is by a model-theoretic ar-
gLDTCnt.With each model Mof FT is associated a model M* of cr which satisfies
the same sentences of FT.
Without loss of generality one can assume that the types of Mare disjoint.
*. Let L~1'Livl be the languages of cr, Fl , resp . with constants for all the indi vi-
duals in M. With each term or formula of ~ is associated a corresponding term
or fonnula of 10M~~ich will be its interpretarion in M, except that type terms
S are interpreted as pairs (A,¢(x)) or formal terms S* = {xAI¢Cx)) with A a
finite type (of IT) and ¢ a formula of ~. Given also T* = {xBI¢(x)} of the
same kind, we take
* A"B
1(SxT) {z ¢(P,(z)) II 1)J(P2(z))},
(S-+T)* {zA-+B1 \lXA[¢(x) -+ ljJ(z(x))j},
{xSls(x))* = [xA!¢(x) II S*(x)}.
*t is then defined in an obvious way for individual terms t. Next, for formu-
las, if s, t are terms of type S, T, resp. we take
1a1
(s = t )*
if A = B
if A f. B.
Ihis definiti~l is appropriate since if A f. B, then A and B are disjoint by hy-
pothesis. ( )* preserves" and -+, while (\lxS6(x))* = \lxA[q,(x) -+ e*(x)] for
S* = L·llq,(x)}. It is then st rai ght fcrward to prove that this interpretation of
r;; in ~ serves to define a model M*of CT (4)
Step 3. Reduction of FI to FI[a] with type a equations. The system Ff[a]
is obtained from FI by use only of those formulas built up from equations t1 =
tz between objects of type-level a. Equality at higher types is introduced by
definition. This is used in re-expressing Axioms I, II, VI of VT and CT. To ver-
ify the laws of equality at higher types we need the axiom Ext of Extensionality.
It is then shown that FI[a] + (Ext) is interpretable in FI[a] , by the follrn.ing
(forma.l) model of hereditarily extensional objects. With each finite type A is
associated a pair of formulas x =AY and EA(x) for objects x, y of type A by:
(i) ~(x) +>-x = x, X =NY+>-X = y,
(ii) EAxB(x)+>-EA(P1(z)) II EB(PZ(z)), Z =AxBw+>-P1(z) =AP1(w) II PZ(z) =B PZ(w),
(ili) E(A-+B)(z)+>-\lxA[EA(x) -+ EB(zx)] II VxA\lyA[x=AY-+ zx =BZY],
Z =(A-+B)w+>-\If[EA(x) -+ zx =Bwx].
Note that when lev(A) <: 1 we have \lXA.EA(x). It follows that FT is conservative
over FI[a] for second-order statements. (This is the point where restriction of
conservation to second-order statements enters the Main Theor~n).
Step 4, The system FI[O] is actually a form of tJJ.As noted in ftn.3, the
system ZW of Feferman 1977 is practically the same, but without product types.
The latter are eliminable in the presence of extensionality, i.e., rrjo] + (Ext)
is conservative over ZW + (Ext). Then ZW + (Ext) is reduced to ZW as in Step 3.
fihe present step is unnecessaD' if the conservation results of FeferwBn 1977,
8.6-8.7 are established directly for FT[a] in place of ZW. That can be done by
the same methods described loco cit.
Step 5. The conservation results apply to extensions by the Axioms (11)
and/or (QF-AC)a 1 since these are second-order statements.,
Finally it may be seen that each step can be carried out just as well to
reduce Res-VT to Res-ZW, again with conservation for second-order statements,
(4) Because of the interpretation of VT (via CT) in FT, I have also called VT
a theory of variable finite types and denoted it VFT. For formalisms in
which one can construct transfinite types cf. Feferman 1979.
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and thence the same for extensiones by (u) and! or (QF-AC)° 'l ',
4. MATHEMATICS IN Res-VT+(lJ)
The following is an outline of an infonnal deveIoprrent which can be formal-
ized directly in Res-VT+(lJ). This show.s "Chat a considerable portion of mathe-
matical analysis is predicat ive and, indeed, is no stronger than PA. Cf. also
Feferman 1977, §3.Z, Takeuti 1978, and Friedman 1980(5). In the approach taken
here neither extensionality nor AC is needed, though both can be admitted to a
certain extent by the fonnal results of Sec. 3.
A,B,C, ... ,X,Y,Z range over classes (which are treated formally as the t)~e
variables of Vf). All constructions on classes are given explicitly, so all
st aterrents about 'asses are given in uni.versal form \;IX1, ,\;IXn<P(Xl"",Xn);
this is justified in our framework when the fOl~ula <P(X1, ,Xn) is established
in Res-VT+(lJ). Structures are of the form A = <A,E,R1,·.,R ,f1, .. ,fn,a1, .. ,a >7 k·!C· m p
where E <:::: A~, R. <:::: AI, fi E: A 1 -+A, and ai E:A, and E is a congruenr ration
on A. E is c~lled the equality relation of A and is often denoted ~\ even
A' A homomorphism between structures A = <A'=A'" .>, and A' = <.~' °A'" .. > of
the sarre s i gnatur- - nember h of A -+A' such that \;IxE:A \;lyE:~,x=AY-+hx=A'hy],
and h preserves the operations and relations of A. The appropriate notion of
injective and surjective homomorphisms then leads to the notion of i.eomovphi em
or such structures.
We start with N = <N,=,<,+,' ,0,1>, where =N is the identity relation. The
integer's 7t are then defined to be NxN with (x1'Yl) =7t( z'yZ) .... x1+yz = xZ+Yl'
An ordered integral domain structure Z = <2,=7t,<7t'+2' 'Z"0;Z' iZ> is put on 2 in •
the usual way, so that one has an inj ecti ve r.vmomorphismh of N into Z, and 7t
is generated from the range of h. Similarly one passes from Z to the rationals
Q = <CQ'=(Q'<(Q'".>, i.e., the quotient field of (an image of) Z. Finally the
veal. niorber system R = <lR'=IR'<m.""> is defined by taking JR to consist of all
Cauchy sequences of rationals, i.e.,
IR = {z e: ~'\;Im 3n Vk1,kZ[k1 =? n A kz ~ n -+ IZk1-zkZ' < m~lj}
I I 1,.where the eA~resion I zk1-zkZ < m+l IS evaluated in Q. The relations =JR'lR
and the operations on JRare then defined as usual. R forms an ordered field
which is Cauchy complete in the sense that every Cauchy sequence of reals has
a limit in R. But R is not (provably) complete in the Dedekind sense that every
Dedekind section in CQdetermines a real , The complex number system C= <['=C:'''>
is obtained in the standard way from R.
From the reals we can move to met~:c spaces. All of the topological work
(5) For further original sources on predicative mathematics cf. Feferman 1964
and the references there to the work of Weyl, Lorenzen, and Kreisel.
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is done with eeparabl e metric epaaee A = (A, ... ) wich carry as part of their
structure a dense countable subset <Xn>ne:N e: If. Amongthe spaces wich are
specially used are the real andcomplex finite-dimensional spaces Rn and [n,
Cantor space tN, and Baire spaceir. All of these (and more) are show to be lo-
cally ~equentially compact, i.e., every bounded sequence contains a convergent
subsequence. The proof uses Konig's Lenma, which is here applied to trees t
which are represented as members of SCJN)(i.e., which have a characteristic func-
tion). Here the operator )l and the associated operator 3JN e: oJI ... {D, 1}) make
an essential appearance. The definition of an infinite path through t is prim-
iti ve recursive in 3JN (and t). Only res tricted induction is necessary to verify
the required property of the path.
One cannot prove (local) compactness of these spaces in the usual sense of
reduction of open covers to fini te subcovers, but one can give a form of th i s
for countable open covers. Some further general theorems which can be establish-
ed in this setting for (Cauchy) complete separable metric spaces are the Baire
Category Theorem and the Contraction Mapping Theorem.
Tuming to classical analysis, the objects one deals with must usually be
presented with additional information so as to be able to operate with them by
the limited functional means provided in Re s-Vl'rf u) . For example, an element of
the class C(A,A') of continuous functions from A to A' (where A,A' are given
metric spaces), is a pair (f,e) for which f is a mapping in A ... A' and 8 is a
modulus-of-continuity function 8(X,E), i.e., such that
dA(x,y) < e(X,E) ... dA,(f(x) ,fey)) < E. (6)
Similarly, uniformly continuous functions are given as pairs (f,8) where 8 is a
modulus-of-uniform continuity aCE) for f. It is shown for countably compact
spaces that continuity implies uniform continuity and that maxima and minima
are attained. Sequencesand series of functions are studied in C(A,lR)when A is
sequentially compact. This forms a metric space with respect to the sup -no rm
[F-g] = suplf(x)-g(x) I; the Stone-Weierstrass Theorem can be proved, thus show-
• x£A
ing CCA,lR)to be separable.
Most classical topics in the differential and integral calculus (Riemann
integration) go through quite readily. The extensions to complex analysis are
(6) In this respect we follow Bishop's lead in his development of constructive
analysis (Bishop 1967); cf. also Feferman 1979, esp.pp.177 ff. The use of
()l) and thence of iN is a way of incorporating mathematically what Bishop
calls the Limited Principle of Omniscience, LPO. Bishop says that his re-
sults are constructive substitutes <P' for classical counterparts <P, such
that <p'+LPO implies <p. Thus the formalization of Bishop's work ·in a system
conservative over HA (cf.ftn.2 above) implies the fonnalization (in prin-
ciple) of the corresponding body of classical mathematics in a system con-
servative over PA. The point of the approach here is to be able instead to
step as directly as possible from current class i ca L mathematics to its form-
~lization in systemsof known limited strength.
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also s t rai ght fo rward , as are establishment of the properties of the familiar
stock of transcendental functions.
New considerations are required when one passes to more modern topics, viz.
meaeure theo't'y and functional analysis. Standard approaches which start Lebesgie
ncasure theory in mn with outer measure 1l*(X) make essential use of the g.l.b.
operation on sets of re al.s , which in turn requires Dedekind completeness of lR;
but that is not available in VI'+(Il). Instead, one can define measurable sets X
and the i r measure 11(X) directly, using sequences of covering approximations to
each of X and the complement of X by countable unions of open intervals. Another
elegant route is to obtain the theory of Lebesgue integration directly us i.n g
Ri.csz t s .ipprcach : every measurable function is represented as a difference of
two monotone sequence of step functions which converge a.e., and its integral
is de fi ned in tenns of integrals of step functions. For this only the concept
of set of measup" 0 is needed. Then the theory of measurable sets is obtained
[rom the integration theory. It turns out all of that can be carried out in Pes-
\T+(ll). l lowcvcr , when perfonning operations on measurable functions and
sequences of such, one must consistently work with presentations of them in
terms of sequences of step functions (as described).
Finally, one can obtain the main initial material from functional analysis
for linear ope't'ato't's on separable Banach spaces and Hilbert spaces. Usable
forms of the Ri es z Representation Theorem, Hahn-Banach Theorem, Unifonn Bounded-
ness Theorem, and the Open I/lapping Theorem are obtained (under heavy use of sep-
arabi li ty). Finally, I have verified that one can obtain the principal results
of the spectral theory of compact self-adjoint operators on a Hilbert space. I!
seems then that all applicable analysis can be carried out in this conservative
extension of PA.
f\ theme running throughout this development is that the l.u.b. (or g.l.b.)
property of the reals, which is constantly used in classical analysis, but MUch
'is not derivable in VT+(Il), can be avoided by dealing systematically with se-
quences oj' peals rather than sets of reals. For bounded sequences we do have
l.u.b., g.l.b. (and sequential compactness more generally).
'There are of course many results of theoretical analysis which cannot be
derived in this setting. Additionally, by the result of Paris-Harrington 1977,
there arc simple combinatorial rr~ statements which are consequences of RT (in-
fini te I\amsey's Theorem) but which are not provable in Res-VT+(Il). Weleave the
question of what can be done in various extensions of this theory to another
occasion.
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